The purpose of this paper is to describe the sociomathematical norm of speaking with meaning. Speaking with meaning reflects the type of mathematical communication expected when a group of individuals are engaged in problem solving. We observed the emergence of this norm in professional learning communities comprised of mathematics and science teachers and use this data to illustrate its usefulness.

Introduction and Background

This paper describes the sociomathematical norm of speaking with meaning and its emergence in a Professional Learning Community (PLC). After studying the interaction patterns of four PLC’s over one year, we observed that the quality of mathematical discourse was not very high. Based on these findings we introduced the term speaking with meaning as a way of making the nature of the discourse that we wanted to emerge among the members of the PLC more explicit.

The PLC’s are defined as a collection of math and science teachers from the same school (ideally) with one teacher designated as a peer facilitator. The PLC design draws heavily from investigations of lesson study. The participants in the PLC’s for this study were taking a graduate course that was focused on developing their understanding of the function concept. The purpose of the PLC’s was to engage teachers in meaningful discourse about issues of learning and teaching mathematics content related to what they were learning in the course. For the purpose of this research we describe “meaningful discourse” as communication about knowing, learning and teaching that draws on coherent understanding of the content and the process of learning the content.

Each PLC has an assigned peer facilitator who manages the discourse for the PLC. The facilitator is initially trained and supported through weekly coaching sessions. Facilitators are also provided a PLC agenda that specifies points of discussion, questions and social norms for PLC interactions. Facilitators are encouraged to monitor PLC interactions so that the PLC members listen to and try to make sense of each other’s solutions and offer justifications for their solutions. In this setting, the facilitator is trained to ask questions that promote speaking with meaning. They probe PLC members for clear articulation of their thinking and press PLC members to offer meaningful justifications for claims and statements. Within this environment, the PLC members’ actions reveal what they believe are acceptable forms and patterns of communication.

Theoretical Perspective

Thompson, Philipp, and Thompson (1994) denote distinct differences between calculational and conceptual orientations. A calculational conception implies that a correct solution need only be justified using calculational sequences which are judged by criteria which may not be explicit to

the whole audience. People who have a calculational conception have a tendency to give responses that consist primarily of numbers or numerical operations and procedures for arriving at an answer. In contrast, an individual who has a conceptual orientation is more concerned with the overall context within which a problem lies. He or she is also more focused on a broader system of ideas and ways of thinking and speaks about quantities and relationships when describing approaches or solutions. His or her explanations are typically grounded in the context and conceptions of the problem. The concept of speaking with meaning draws heavily upon the notion of a conceptual orientation. It is used to describe the type of “meaningful discourse” that is expected when individuals are involved in problem solving. Speaking with meaning implies that responses are conceptually based, conclusions are supported by a mathematical argument, and explanations are given using the quantities involved. Our viewing speaking with meaning as a norm reflects our observation that it has emerged as normative behavior within some PLC’s.

Sociomathematical norms refer to normative behaviors that are specific to mathematics, such as understanding what constitutes an acceptable mathematical solution, and emerge from what counts as acceptable mathematical behavior in the classroom (Yackel & Cobb, 1996). The sociomathematical norm of speaking with meaning is used to illustrate the type of mathematical behavior expected of the teachers as they participate in their PLC’s. In fostering the emergence of the sociomathematical norm for what constitutes a sufficient explanation or justification, the teachers established criteria for what it means to speak with meaning. These justifications need to be conceptual and embedded in the context of the problem. For example, explanations regarding rate would need to include language that describes how the amount of distance covered changes when considering changes in time. It is important to note that this lens for viewing our data did not emerge until after observing the discourse of the PLC’s. It was in watching videos of the PLC’s that we observed speaking with meaning emerging as normative behavior of the PLC.

Discussion and Implications

In order to establish PLC’s that engage in meaningful discourse with regards to teaching and learning mathematics, it is important to be aware of some interaction patterns that are more typical in low functioning PLC’s. During the first year of studying PLC interactions we observed teachers who spoke using partial phrases. Also, their solution explanations were often incoherent and did not connect to the context of the original problem. Based on these observations we created interventions aimed at improving the quality of discourse in the PLC’S. In the first class of the semester, the instructor managed a discussion with the class in which she negotiated productive patterns of communication for the class and PLC. From their negotiation emerged the term speaking with meaning. Teachers appeared to agree that they should attempt to speak meaningfully when discussing ideas and solutions.

Based on analysis of our data we found that it is difficult for inservice teachers to speak with meaning. It is important that the facilitator ensure that PLC members not only justify their own comments, but also probe each other when utterances are offered that are vague, incoherent or lacking meaning. We found that facilitators who were coached on specific actions to promote speaking with meaning were more effective in moving the PLC toward speaking with meaning as a norm that was spontaneously enacted in discourse within the PLC. The facilitators benefited by hearing specific suggestions that were based on observed shortcomings in the facilitators’ actions during his or her PLC.

This research has applications to both theory and practice. This study intends to add to the theoretical constructs sociomathematical norms. Specifically, *speaking with meaning* refers to the kind of normative behavior we would like to observe in a PLC of secondary mathematics and science teachers. Within that scope we use the phrase *speaking with meaning* to encompass the ways in which PLC members should communicate with one another regarding mathematics.

What counts as *speaking with meaning* is negotiated in a PLC and can differ from PLC to PLC. The term *speaking with meaning* emerged from negotiations during the first day of class. The term carries with it the ability to operationalize what is a sufficient explanation; it also describes the attributes of meaningful mathematical communication. It has brought clarity to how to make a sufficient justification and is now an intervention that the teachers can use in their classrooms.

*Speaking with meaning* has the dual nature of being both a theoretical construct and an intervention. Researchers will be able to use this construct to gauge the quality of mathematical discourse in the teachers’ classrooms. It was also used to help train facilitators so they could better manage the discourse of their PLCs. Further, *speaking with meaning* provides both teachers and researchers a lens with which they can judge the effectiveness of their attempts to enact and promote *speaking with meaning*.

By observing the emergence of *speaking with meaning* within a PLC we are becoming more aware of interventions and actions that may lead to *speaking with meaning* becoming normative within a PLC. This can help inform training of facilitators so that they can better engage the other members of their PLC. As these facilitators are peers of the other group members, they do not have extensive formal training necessary to bring about these normative behaviors. Therefore, appropriate training methods and interventions are very important in preparing the facilitators to manage the discourse within their PLC’s. Becoming more aware of actions that produce *speaking with meaning* as a spontaneous behavior among all members of the PLC will help improve interventions designed to support *speaking with meaning* as a norm. Research reported in this manuscript was support by National Science Foundation grant number HER-0412537
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